Path integration, first hypothesized by Darwin^[@R1]^, is an animals\' ability to continuously update their position relying on self-motion cues (vestibular, proprioceptive or motor cues)^[@R2]^. This strategy permits a direct return to the nest (homing) at any time and has been studied in a wide variety of species from insects to humans^[@R3]^. Various types of spatially tuned neurons (place cells^[@R4]^, head direction cells^[@R5]^ and grid cells^[@R6]^) have been studied extensively within the limbic system, but how these cells continually compute *distance* and *direction*, and direct path integration, remains unclear^[@R7],[@R8]^. Head direction (HD) cells, which provide a constant signal of the rat\'s heading^[@R5],[@R9]^- and are modulated by self-motion cues^[@R10]^ - are commonly viewed as the best candidate for integrating angular head motion over time (angular integrator)^[@R11]--[@R15]^. However, to fully establish that these cells underlie the neural basis for path integration, the HD signal should (1) match the heading error, reflecting the accumulation of error over time that is characteristic of path integration^[@R16]--[@R18]^, and (2) reflect the reorientation process when an animal uses landmarks to take a "fix" after making an error^[@R17]--[@R19]^. Here we show that the HD signal recorded from the anterodorsal thalamic nucleus^[@R20]^ of rats performing a path integration task, satisfies these two conditions. First, we observed that the shift of the HD cell\'s preferred firing direction (PFD) was correlated with the heading error of the animal. Second, we report two types of correction processes used by the animals. After large heading errors the HD system \`remaps\' and takes a new bearing for the following trials, but in most cases, the HD cells\' PFDs are \`reset\' to stable values anchored to the refuge. This coupling of the HD signal and homing behaviour suggests that the HD signal provides the directional heading component to the path integrator.

RESULTS {#S1}
=======

Seven Long-evans rats were trained to perform the food-carrying task (forage for a large food pellet and bring it back to the refuge for consumption^[@R21]^). Once they were proficient at performing the task with blindfolds, the animals were implanted with recording electrodes in the anterodorsal thalamus^[@R20]^ ([Supplementary Fig. 1 & 2](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We recorded a total of 27 HD cells ([Fig.1a](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) in at least one foraging trial, and for each trial we evaluated the homing accuracy of the animals. A trial was considered "correct" when the animal\'s return trip reached the edge of the arena within the two barriers framing the refuge ([Fig. 1b--c](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). A trial was counted as an error when the homing trip ended outside these two barriers. Among 263 trials, 135 were classified as correct trials (51.3 %), with a mean heading error of 14.78 ± 0.08° from a straight return to the refuge and 128 trials were classified as errors, with a mean heading error of 39.43 ± 2.41°. To determine whether the overall directional firing properties were different between correct and error trials, we calculated the Rayleigh *r* (mean vector length) for correct (mean: 0.632 ± 0.020) *vs*. error trials (mean: 0.626 ± 0.019); no significant difference was found between these two types of trials (student\'s *t*-test *P* \>0.05).

Are the animals using path integration? {#S2}
---------------------------------------

To verify that the animals were path integrating, we analysed whether the complexity of their outward trip (searching for the pellet) affected the accuracy of their return to the refuge (homing). We compared foraging excursions resulting in correct or incorrect (error) trials. Analyses revealed significant differences in the duration of the outward trip (*t*~261~ = − 2.07, *P* \< 0.05) and in the distance covered by the rats (*t*~261~ = − 3.14, *P* \< 0.01), suggesting that the longer the outward trip was, the higher the probability was to make an error on the return trip. Further analyses showed that rats were more likely to make an error if the outbound trip contained more head turns, suggesting that errors may also result from inaccurate integration of head turns (*t*~261~ = − 2.12, *P* \< 0.05). We also observed that correct returns usually followed outbound paths that had a higher mean angular head velocity (*t*~261~ = − 2.02, *P* \< 0.05) indicating that path integration errors were more likely to occur after a succession of smooth large turns (see details in [Supplementary Fig. 3](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

In sum, we did not find any defining characteristic of the outbound trip that predicted whether or not the animal would make a heading error (see [Supplementary Fig. 4a--d](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Nonetheless, the differences observed between correct and error trials confirmed that the complexity of their foraging trips influences the animals\' accuracy in their homing behaviour and demonstrates that the rats were likely path integrating when performing the task.

The shift in the cell\'s PFD correlates with heading error {#S3}
----------------------------------------------------------

To determine whether the amount of shift in HD cell PFDs ([Supplementary Fig. 5](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) was correlated with the heading error of the rats during their homing behaviour, we first calculated the amount the PFD shifted between the initial 6 min refuge session and each subsequent foraging trip. Our initial view was that for every trip, the refuge would serve as a unique and stable spatial reference point, which the rat would recognize and then use when resetting its orientation after each trial ^[@R17],[@R22]^ ([Fig. 2a--e](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In agreement with this hypothesis, there was ([Fig. 2f](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) a linear correlation (Pearson *r* = 0.45, *P* \< 0.0001) between the amount the PFD shifted from the initial refuge session and the rat\'s heading error. Further analyses, however, revealed a mean difference of 44.58 ± 2.12° between the heading error of the animals and the cells\' PFD shifts, indicating that the PFD shift gave a poor prediction of the heading error.

We also found that the PFD shift on each trial compared to the initial refuge increased within a session (F~5,277~ = 2.65, *P* \< 0.05; [Fig. 2g](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting a gradual drift in the cell\'s PFD during the course of the session. Does this drift affect the animal\'s performance? Surprisingly, the homing accuracy improved significantly within a session (F~5,257~ = 2.28, *P* \< 0.05; [Fig. 2h](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and indicates that either there is a progressive disconnection between the HD signal and the animal\'s behaviour within a session, or that the resetting phenomenon is more complex than a simple return of the cells\' PFDs to their initial refuge values.

Is the cell\'s PFD reset after each foraging trip? {#S4}
--------------------------------------------------

To determine whether the cells\' PFDs return to their initial refuge values after a foraging trip (during inter-trial intervals, [Fig. 2c--e](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), we assessed the cells\' PFDs during 98 inter-trial intervals. Notably, we found that the mean shift of the PFDs between the inter-trial intervals and the initial refuge values was 36.76 ± 3.41° (the mean shift after a *correct trial* = 36.64 ± 4.73°; the mean shift after an *error trial* = 36.86 ± 4.91°). This \~ 36° shift cannot be accounted for by shorter inter-trial sampling times because a comparable analysis using sub-sampled data from the initial refuge session gave similar values (mean shift = 37.26 ± 3.51°). Further, if we used the cell\'s PFD during the inter-trial interval preceding each foraging trip, we obtained a more accurate prediction of the animal\'s heading error (heading error *vs*. cell shift ± 20.48°) than if we used the initial refuge value (heading error *vs*. cell shift ± 43.35°, n = 98, Paired *t*~97~ = 6.57, *P* \< 0.0001). Indeed, confirming that the inter-trial interval PFD was a better reference for predicting the animal\'s behaviour than the initial refuge value, we observed ([Fig. 2i](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) a strong correlation between the heading error of the animal and the cell\'s PFD shift using the preceding inter-trial interval value (*r* = 0.72, *P* \< 0.0001; see examples in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Fig. 6](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for separate analyses on each animal). In addition, supporting the view that disorientation in path integration results from a slow accumulation of errors, we show several examples where the cell\'s PFD slowly drifted away from its initial value, and gave an accurate prediction of the animal\'s heading error ([Supplementary Fig. 7--9](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

In sum, we observed that using the most immediate inter-trial interval as a reference, as opposed to the initial refuge period, the PFD shift observed during foraging accurately reflects the heading error of the animal. But the question remains as to how the signal\'s preferred orientation can change from one inter-trial interval to another without altering the animal\'s performance (cf., [Fig. 2g--h](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

Do HD cells remap during each refuge period? {#S5}
--------------------------------------------

What process accounts for the better correlation observed when using the refuge PFD from the preceding inter-trial interval compared to the PFD in the original refuge ([Fig. 2f *vs*. 2i](#F2){ref-type="fig"})? Is the cell\'s PFD gradually drifting around the initial refuge value within a session or is it characterized by large shifts (remapping)? The distribution of PFD shifts across successive inter-trial intervals ([Fig. 4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) revealed that in several refuge periods the cells\' PFDs showed large shifts compared to the previous refuge period. In order to understand what caused these large shifts, we separated the distribution into two modes: mode 1, referred to as \`resetting\', consisted of inter-trial intervals in which the PFD shifted \< 35° (n = 50, grey), and mode 2, referred to as \`remapping\', included the remaining cases where the PFD shifted \> 35° (n = 10, blue). We plotted the inter-trial interval PFD shift against the inter-trial order number in the session ([Fig. 4b](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, open circles). The separation of mode 1 (blue circles) from mode 2 (grey circles) for the first two trials of a session showed that large shifts only occurred in the first or second inter-trial interval. Trials 3 to 5 only contained small PFD shifts (mode 1). Excluding the mode 2 shifts during the first two trials, there was a stable PFD shift from one refuge trial session to another (mean = 13.10°).

We found no difference between the PFD shift occurring after correct trials (mean = 13.90°) *vs*. after error trials (mean = 12.57°) (*t*~48~ = 0.56, *P* \> 0.05). These results suggest that in the majority of the inter-trial intervals sampled (mode 1), the cell\'s PFD was stable from one refuge to another. The stability of the cell\'s PFD has been documented in previous studies^[@R20],[@R23],[@R24]^. Thus, it is not surprising that in our experimental conditions, where animals are blindfolded^[@R24]^ and must rely on tactile and olfactory cues to recognize the refuge, resetting was less accurate than when animals have access to visual landmarks (mean = 4--8° ^[@R20],[@R23]^). In the relatively small number of trials per session we recorded, we never observed remapping more than once per session. Notably, the mean PFD shift across inter-trials intervals following remapping (mean = 21.09°) was significantly lower than the mean shift in mode 2 inter-trial intervals (± 68.18°, *t*~15~ = 4.82, *P* \< 0.001), suggesting that after remapping the cell\'s PFD stabilized around the remapped refuge value.

In sum, we observed a relative stability of the cells\' PFDs in the refuge, suggesting that resetting is the most common strategy used by the animals. However, in some cases (mode 2) the cells\' PFDs remapped to a new orientation ([Fig. 4k](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), and thereafter became stable, such that on subsequent trials they reset to their new "remapped values" ([Fig 4m](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Although informative, the number of trials that could be analysed using this method (comparing two successive inter-trial intervals) was limited to 21% of the trials because of frequent insufficient sampling in the refuge (i.e., during short inter-trial intervals, the rats sometimes only turned in one direction and sampling was confined to \~180°). We therefore sought a second method to identify trials in which remapping occurred.

Identification of remapped sessions {#S6}
-----------------------------------

If remapping only occurred once during a session ([Fig. 4b](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), then we should be able to identify the sessions in which it occurred. Using the amount the PFD shifted during foraging trips (compared to the initial refuge value), we sought instances where there was a consistent bias in the distribution of PFD shifts across session trials. For example, if a cell\'s PFD remapped and shifted +70° compared to its initial refuge value after the first trial, then we should observe a consistent +70° shift in the cell\'s PFD for all foraging trips and inter-trial intervals following remapping (see examples in [Fig. 4c](#F4){ref-type="fig"}: +50°, [Fig. 4d](#F4){ref-type="fig"}: + 90°). To identify sessions showing this pattern, we examined the median PFD shift (to avoid the influence of outliers) for each session containing at least two trials (n = 51; see [Suppl. Fig. 10](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for similar results using the session mean PFD shift). The distribution of the *session median shifts* ([Fig. 4e](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) revealed a clear bimodality in the values (mode 1 around 0°, mode 2 around 50°). Consistent with [Figure 4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, this pattern indicated that in mode 1 sessions (median PFD shift \< 35°) the cell\'s PFD drifted around the initial refuge value, but that in mode 2 sessions (median PFD shift \> 35°) the cell\'s PFD consistently shifted by about ± 50° (e.g., some PFDs shifted \> 90°). For comparison, the distribution of the *session median heading errors* ([Fig. 4f](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) showed that behaviour could not account for these large and consistent shifts.

When does remapping occur? {#S7}
--------------------------

For each session, we identified the moment when the PFD shifted using the session median shift and searched for the trial after which the PFD shift occurred consistently. In the examples shown ([Fig. 4c--d](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), the blue dots represent the remapping trials (trial 1 in [Fig. 4c](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, trial 2 in [Fig. 4d](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). We then used the following inter-trial value (remapped refuge value) to test whether the remapped value was used as the new stable reference in the following trials. For trials following remapping, a much better correlation between PFD shift and heading error was obtained when using the remapped refuge value as a reference ([Fig. 4g](#F4){ref-type="fig"}; n = 66, *r* = 0.70, *P* \< 0.0001) than when using the initial refuge value ([Fig. 4h](#F4){ref-type="fig"}; *r* = 0.52). This result confirms that after remapping occurs, a new \`zero\' point (the remapped refuge value) was set for the remainder of the session ([Fig. 4m](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Together with the inter-trial interval analyses above, these remapping trials explain the apparent discrepancy we observed between a good correlation when using the preceding inter-trial interval as reference ([Fig. 2i](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) *vs*. a poorer correlation when using the initial refuge value ([Fig. 2f](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

What determines the remapped refuge value? {#S8}
------------------------------------------

Did it result from a random shift in the PFD ([Fig. 4k](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), or was there a reason that the cell remapped to a particular value? We addressed this issue using our two indicators of remapping: (1) the PFD shift between two successive inter-trial intervals, when available (n = 10), and (2) the session median shift (n = 26) to identify remapping trials. Both measures revealed a significant correlation with the animal\'s heading error in the trial preceding remapping ([Fig. 5a](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, *r* = 0.70, *P* \< 0.05; [Fig. 5b](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, *r* = 0.73, *P* \< 0.0001; see [Suppl. Fig. 11](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, for the same results using the *session mean shift*). These results indicate that the remapped PFD was not arbitrary, but instead, was influenced by the animal\'s behaviour in the trial preceding remapping. In essence, this analysis suggests that the shifted PFD value that just lead to an error on trial n becomes the new reference point for the cell. This new PFD value is then maintained during the subsequent inter-trial interval in the refuge and remains the new referenced value for the next trial (n+1). An example of remapping is as follows: if a cell is initially tuned to 100° in the refuge, and drifts 60° CCW during the foraging trip, then the animal\'s return path will have a 60° CCW error (PFD = 160°), but importantly, the cell\'s PFD in the subsequent inter-trial interval will remain about 160° (see examples [Fig. 6a--b](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [Suppl. Fig. 12](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Beyond the simple description of this phenomenon, two questions remain about remapping. First, what causes remapping? Does remapping follow large heading errors? Second, why does the cell remap to the PFD observed in the preceding foraging trip? Why would a PFD that just lead to an error be kept as the new reference for subsequent foraging trips? We observed ([Fig. 5c](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) that remapping tended to follow larger heading errors (blue bars, remapping trials: 50.12 ± 6.58°, red bars, resetting trials: 29.67 ± 6.58°, *t*~49~ = 2.27, *P* \< 0.05). However, no systematic prediction about whether the rat would remap or reset could be made solely based on the animal\'s behaviour. Notably, most of the remapped values (PFD shifts, [Fig. 4e](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) were situated around ± 50°, which is approximately the space that separates two consecutive doors in the arena (45°), which suggests that remapping was influenced by the structure of the apparatus.

In sum, our data suggest that the remapped PFD results from (1) the state of the HD network in the preceding foraging trip (which in most cases lead to a large heading error) and (2) from the geometry of the apparatus. Further, it is noteworthy that the animal could reset its orientation upon return to the refuge, but apparently they ignored the cues in the refuge and resetting did not occur.

Resetting trials {#S9}
----------------

Our analyses of successive refuge periods suggested that for most trials, the cells\' PFDs remained stable from one refuge period to another ([Fig. 4a](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Even in sessions when remapping occurred the cells\' PFDs tended to reset to the new reference point for the remainder of the session ([Fig. 4h](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Another way to verify if resetting occurred is to determine whether a shift in the PFD that occurred during a foraging trip was corrected when the animal reached the refuge. For example, if the PFD shifted +60° during an outbound trip (PFD trial n -- PFD refuge n-1), would the PFD shift −60° in the following inter-trial interval in the refuge (PFD refuge n -- PFD trial n)? We observed ([Fig. 5d](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) that the amount the PFD shifted after a foraging trip was negatively correlated with the amount of shift observed during that same trial (compared to the initial or remapped value; *n* = 61, *r* = −0.59, *P* \< 0.0001). Thus, after each foraging trip for non-remapping trials, the cell\'s PFD returned either to a stable refuge value or to the remapped refuge value. Another way of representing this resetting phenomenon ([Fig. 5e](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) shows that the PFD in refuge *n* was very close to the initial/remapped refuge value (mean difference = ±17.31°, see [Fig. 6c](#F6){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Fig. 13](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Behavioural benefit of remapping and resetting {#S10}
----------------------------------------------

We compared the effect of remapping and resetting on the animal\'s performance for the subsequent foraging trip after an error ([Fig. 5f](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). A two-way ANOVA with repeated measures (*trial* × *process type*) revealed a global effect for *trial* (F~1,76~ = 24.34, *P* \< 0.0001), *process type* (F~1,76~ = 7.59, *P* \< 0.01), and an interaction between the two factors (F~1,76~ = 6.66, *P* \< 0.05). But importantly, when the analyses were separated based on remapping *vs*. resetting, the animals improved their homing behaviour after both remapping (F~1,19~ = 18.83, *P* \< 0.001) and resetting (F~1,57~ = 5.41, *P* \< 0.05). Notably, performance reached a comparable level after both processes, with the mean heading errors after remapping and resetting = 27.72° and 25.15°, respectively (*t*~76~ = 0.52, *P* \> 0.05). For comparison, recall that the mean heading errors prior to remapping and resetting were 50.12° and 29.67°, respectively. In sum, these results indicate that both processes tend to correct the animals\' orientation after an error and improve their performance on the next trial.

Error trials and cell resetting {#S11}
-------------------------------

In theory, resetting could result from two different strategies: (1) the cell\'s PFD could reset upon return to the refuge, where the animals can use the features of this familiar location to correct its orientation, or (2) since despite their errors, the animals were able to find the refuge, it is possible that re-orientation occurs "on-line" on their way back to the refuge. Indeed, if the HD signal codes for the animal\'s behaviour, then the active re-orientation of the animal after reaching the apparatus edge and perceiving that it made an error should be coupled with a coherent shift in the cell\'s PFD.

When animals perceived they made an error by reaching the apparatus periphery without successfully attaining the refuge, they quickly turned and changed their trajectory. These turns were sometimes in the correct direction of the refuge (e.g., [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} row 1, examples 1, 3), but could also be in the wrong direction (e.g., [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, row 1 examples 2, 4). \[Note that turning in the wrong direction provides evidence that the animals were unlikely using olfactory cues emanating from the refuge to guide their return.\] Although there were a limited number of trials to analyse in which the animal made a sizeable heading error, and in which we also had sufficient sampling of different head directions during these short correction episodes, there were three trials that could be sufficiently analysed. We analysed the moment-to-moment changes of the cell\'s PFD ([Figs. 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}--[8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}) during trials that the animal made an error and had to change course on its return trip. Besides the gradual drifting of the cell\'s PFD, which is apparent in both figures, these trials suggest that the animal can use both strategies. In the first example ([Fig. 7a--b](#F7){ref-type="fig"}), the cell\'s PFD appeared to reset before the animal reached the refuge, while in the second example ([Fig. 7c--d](#F7){ref-type="fig"}), the shifted PFD was maintained throughout the course correction and was reset only when the animal entered the refuge upon its return. Consistent with the second hypothesis, in a remapping trial ([Fig. 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}), the cell\'s PFD appears to change with the animal\'s orientation (see panel 3, the PFD shift reflects the animal\'s re-orientation in the wrong direction) until the cell\'s PFD remains stable around a new value. This new PFD value will not be reset in the refuge and will remain the \`reference\' for subsequent trials.

DISCUSSION {#S12}
==========

The present study demonstrates that in a path integration task, the HD cells\' PFD shifts are clearly correlated with the animal\'s behavioural trajectory. The apparent disconnection that is occasionally observed between the cells\' PFD shifts and behaviour results from a remapping phenomenon, which appears to be one way the animals re-orient themselves after making an error. Indeed, our data provide evidence for two correction processes in order to avoid accumulation of errors and maintain accurate orientation: remapping and resetting. Most of the time the cells\' PFDs reset, either to the initial or to the remapped refuge value, when the animal returns to the refuge, but we also observed that after large heading errors, the HD cells shift to a new PFD that becomes the new \`zero value\' for the following foraging trips.

What differentiates remapping from resetting? If resetting is the return of the cells\' PFDs to their initial or remapped values, is it possible that remapping is simply the failure of the resetting process and we artificially separated them into two different processes? We feel this possibility is unlikely for two reasons. First, remapping was beneficial to the animals\' performance, which suggests that remapping is more of an active correction process than an uncontrolled shift of the cell. Second, we observed that remapping was not a random shift, but rather the animal\'s new reference was influenced by two elements: the PFD observed in the preceding foraging trip and the geometric structure of the apparatus. Previous studies have shown that the geometry of the environment can drive both the HD signal^[@R25],[@R26]^, and the animals\' spatial behaviour^[@R27]^. In this case, our finding suggests that the animals re-oriented using external landmarks during remapping trials in order to establish a new bearing for the following trials.

This sequential use of internal and external information is necessary to perform path integration and it has been observed in several other species^[@R17],[@R18],[@R28]^. The use of fixes has usually been referred to as *resetting*^[@R29]^ and viewed as a process by which the path integrator adjusts to the perceived environment. Notably, a resetting phenomenon comparable to the one reported here, was observed in place cells^[@R30],[@R31]^, and a recent report on grid cells could also be interpreted as containing home-based resetting^[@R32]^. Further, in place cells, two types of adjustment have been reported when idiothetic and external cues gave conflicting information^[@R30]^ - in cases of small mismatches between idiothetic and external cues, "the internal representation caught up with the real world coordinate". But in addition to this smooth correction process, in cases of large mismatches the authors observed "*abrupt shifts in the hippocampal representation*". These observations clearly parallel the two correction processes we describe in HD cells. Further, the observed remapping of the HD cell can be viewed as a result of a failure to reach the refuge using idiothetic cues. Indeed, it appears that after large errors and experiencing \`misorientation\', the animals established and maintained a new reference point - they set a new \`zero\' that anchored their current PFDs to the available landmarks.

The fact that the animals use external information is not what differentiates remapping from resetting. In both cases, the animals use a fix point to anchor their spatial representation - the refuge in the case of resetting *versus* some tactile or geometric features of the apparatus in the case of remapping. It is important to note that even if the HD signal is strongly influenced by self-motion information, it does not code for an egocentric representation of space, but rather for an allocentric one^[@R33]^. Therefore, what characterizes remapping is the fact that the allocentric-based representation of the initial refuge is abandoned, and that the animals establish a new reference, a new zero, which they maintain in the refuge and during subsequent trials. A key characteristic of remapping is the absence of resetting when the animals reach the refuge, suggesting that the spatial representation based on the initial refuge has been discarded and replaced by a new reference frame. Our data suggest that in this highly familiar environment, this new reference frame is influenced by the geometry of the apparatus, and in most occasions, consists of a simple rotation of the initial reference frame from 45° (one doorway). Similar to our results, this reference frame change could explain the apparent disconnection between behaviour and the HD signal observed in previous studies^[@R13],[@R26]^.

How is the remapping process we observed related to the remapping phenomenon usually evoked for hippocampal place cells? Three types of remapping have been observed in place cells: (1) rotational remapping, when place cells keep their spatial characteristics and relationships, but all the place fields rotate together, (2) global remapping, which consists of a complete reorganization of the place code following significant changes in the environment^[@R34]^ or in task demand^[@R35]^, and (3) rate remapping, when place cells maintain their place field, but show firing rate changes based on subtle changes in a given environment^[@R36]^. A tight relationship between HD cells and place cells was observed in two studies where they were recorded simultaneously^[@R37],[@R38]^. Further, these studies show that when idiothetic cues were in conflict with visual cues, place and HD cells showed rotational remapping until the conflicting information reached a difference of 45° - at which point global remapping occurred. These results parallel our observations and suggest that place cells would show rotational remapping in our resetting trials, but would show global remapping when we observed large PFD shifts (remapped trials).

Our results showing that animals used two different correction processes, presumably depending on the size of the most recent heading error, suggests that the HD system receives information feedback about the outcome of its current performance. Numerous studies exploring the neural processes involved in reward, particularly in the mesolimbic dopaminergic system^[@R39]^, have shown that the dopamine signal encodes for "prediction error"^[@R40]^. Is this signal somehow conveyed to the HD system? One possibility is via the lateral habenula, which projects to the dorsal tegmental nucleus, a key point in the HD circuitry^[@R41],[@R42]^. Importantly, unexpected omission of an anticipated reward results in a transient cessation of dopaminergic activity in the ventral tegmental area (VTA)^[@R43]^, which is mediated by an indirect inhibitory projection from the lateral habenula→VTA^[@R44]^. In the food-carrying task, an error on the return trip could be viewed as an omitted reward, which would require a reconsideration of the animal\'s orientation. Alternatively, the error signal could be conveyed from the anterior cingulate cortex^[@R45],[@R46]^ to the postsubiculum via the retrosplenial cortex. In agreement with this hypothesis some studies have shown that lesions of retrosplenial cortex induce impairments in the food carrying task^[@R47]^. Another possibility is that given the tight relationship between the hippocampus and the HD network^[@R37]^, remapping in the HD network results from remapping in the hippocampus. Indeed, the locus coeruleus, which is also activated by unexpected outcomes^[@R39]^, has been hypothesized to initiate remapping in the hippocampus^[@R48]^. Understanding what causes this switch in the reference frame, which permits re-orientation, as well as the brain areas involved, is critical for discerning how navigational errors are corrected.

METHODS {#S13}
=======

Subjects and apparatus {#S14}
----------------------

Seven food-deprived Long-Evans female rats (250--400 g) were placed on a food restricted diet (10--15 g/day) and trained in a food-carrying task, which involves searching for food in an open field and returning to a refuge to consume it^[@R21]^. The food-carrying task apparatus consisted of a large grey, circular (1.83 m diameter) open field with 12 black food cups placed uniformly around the surface ([Fig. 1c](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The open field was surrounded by a wall (38-cm high) containing eight uniformly distributed doorways, each separated by 45° with the ones adjacent to it. There was a refuge (29×30 cm) behind one doorway. The other seven doorways served as false refuges and were closed. All screening for HD cells took place in a grey cylinder (76 cm diameter, 51 cm high) containing a white cue card covering 110° of arc. All procedures involving the rats were performed in compliance with institutional standards as set forth by the National Institutes of Health *Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals*.

Behavioural procedure {#S15}
---------------------

Before being implanted with an electrode, the rats were trained in the food-carrying task. This task relies on the rat\'s proclivity to carry large food pellets back to a shelter for eating, rather than consuming them out in the open field^[@R21]^. The aim of this task is to test how accurately rats can return to the refuge (homing) after a random search for a food pellet when they are deprived of visual cues and must rely on self-motion cues and path integration for their homeward trip. Detailed training procedures have been described previously^[@R49]^. There were three training stages. In the first stage (3 days), rats were acclimated to the apparatus by placing them in the refuge for 10 min with the door closed and 10 food pellets in it. In the second stage, rats were trained in the task with visual cues available. In the third stage, rats were blindfolded and they had to complete the task without the use of visual cues. A typical session started with the rat placed in the refuge. Then the door was opened and the rat eventually left the refuge and went out into the open field to forage for large sugar pellets (750 mg), which were randomly placed in a food cup on the arena\'s floor. Once it found a food pellet, the rat had to bring it back to the refuge in order to consume it there. To aid in their motivation that the only safe way to consume the food was to bring it back to the refuge, the experimenter took the food pellet away from them whenever they tried to consume it in the arena. The homing accuracy of the animals was not assessed during the training phase. The behavioural criterion to go to the third stage was the completion of four trials (4 pellets brought back to the refuge) in \< 10 min for two consecutive training sessions. The animals required 12.57 ± 0.68 sessions to complete this second training stage (range: 9 to 14 sessions). At the end of the first training stage, the rats were habituated to wear the blindfold: 20 min/day in their home cage for at least one week. Once habituated, and able to complete four trials in \< 10 min with the visual cues available, the rats were trained to perform the task blindfolded^[@R50]^. The animals required 16.29 ± 1.21 training sessions to complete this third training phase (range: 12 to 22 sessions).

Surgery and Electrophysiological recordings {#S16}
-------------------------------------------

When proficient at performing the task, the animals were implanted with an array of recording electrodes just dorsal to the anterodorsal thalamic nucleus (1.5 mm posterior to bregma, 1.3 mm lateral to bregma and 3.7 mm ventral to the cortical surface). Following recovery (7 d), the activity on each of the 10 electrode wires was monitored while the animal foraged for food pellets thrown randomly inside the grey cylinder apparatus. When a cellular waveform was well isolated from the background noise (signal-to-noise ratio \> 2:1) of an identified HD cell, a standard session (8 min) was recorded in the cylinder. Two light-emitting diodes (LEDs), spaced \~ 12 cm apart and positioned above the rats\' head along its longitudinal axis, were used to indicate the rat\'s directional heading. Their positions were monitored at 60 Hz with a two-spot video tracking system. The firing rate of the cell in relation to the rat\'s HD was computed and analysed off-line (LabView, National Instruments, Austin, TX). If the cell was classified as directional (Rayleigh r \> 0.4), the animal was blindfolded and underwent a disorientation procedure, which consisted of gently spinning them back-and-forth in an opaque cardboard box for about 1 min, while the experimenter walked around the periphery of the curtain and cylinder. The animal was then placed in the refuge area, and the cell was recorded for 6 min with the door closed. A second video camera was positioned above the refuge in order to track the rat\'s directional heading while in the refuge. In cases when there was an obvious shift in the cell\'s preferred firing direction (PFD) during the 6 min refuge session, the PFD value during the last minute was taken as the refuge value for the next session and used to calculate the PFD shift. Then the door of the refuge was opened and the rat was allowed to forage for food pellets for 10 min. Twelve food cups were randomly scattered on the floor of the apparatus away from the walls. The pellet locations were varied pseudo-randomly and only one cup was baited at a time. Animals typically completed 2 -- 10 trials in a 10 min recording session.

HD cell analyses {#S17}
----------------

The cell\'s PFD was analysed and plotted off-line (firing rate × head direction) for each recording condition (cylinder, refuge and arena). Analysis of directionality was assessed using the Rayleigh test. A cell was classified as a HD cell in the cylinder if the Raleigh r ≥ 0.4. All HD cells were then recorded in the food-foraging task. To determine the cell\'s mean PFD on each trial (foraging trip) or during inter-trial intervals, the mean firing direction was calculated from the firing rate *vs*. HD tuning function by determining the centre of mass (COM) using ± 8 bins (64°) on either side of the bin with the maximal firing rate. COM = \[Σ(fr~i~ × α~i~)\] / FR, where fr~i~ is the firing rate in the i^th^ bin, α~i~ is the angle of the i^th^ bin, and FR is the sum of the firing rates in all bins. The PFD shift was defined as the difference in the cell\'s PFD between one episode and the previous episode (see details in [Supplementary Fig. 5](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). On five occasions (5 sessions, 20 trials), two HD cells were recorded simultaneously during the task; the analyses of the coherence of these simultaneously recorded cell is shown in [Supplementary Fig. 14](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. A complete excursion included both an outbound and an inbound trip. The outbound trip was defined as the animal\'s path from the refuge to the cup containing the food. The return trip was defined as the animal\'s path from the food cup to the wall of the apparatus, but not its path from the peripheral wall to the refuge when it made an error ([Supplementary Fig. 3](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Behavioural analyses {#S18}
--------------------

The behavioural analyses (errors, mean HD of the return trip, number of turns) were measured offline using LabView software ([Supplementary Fig. 3](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A trial was counted as correct, if the rat reached the periphery of the arena between the two vertical barriers that framed the refuge (see [Fig. 1c](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). For all analyses, clockwise heading errors and PFD shifts were defined as negative, counter-clockwise deviations were defined as positive. In some trials the rats returned to the refuge without having found the food pellet; these trials were included in the analyses when a clear return path was identified (*n*=64, see details and examples in [Supplementary Figure 15](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Statistical analyses {#S19}
--------------------

We used unpaired Student t-tests to test for behavioural differences between correct *vs*. incorrect trials, and used a one-way ANOVA to test for within session affects of heading error and PFD shift. Correlations between different measures were computed using a Pearson correlation ([Supplementary Fig. 16](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Supplementary Material {#SM}
======================
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![**a**, Example of a HD cell tuning curve (8 min. session in the cylinder, PFD = 150°). **b**, Example of path taken by a rat: the foraging (outward) trip (in blue) ends when the animal finds the food pellet. The heading of the return trip (in red) was measured from the *return point* (1^st^ cross) to the edge of the arena (2^nd^ cross). **c**, The food-carrying task apparatus.](nihms-400950-f0001){#F1}

![Hypothesized relationship between the PFD shift and the rat\'s heading error. **a--e**, Two consecutive trials are depicted in a--e, with inter-trial intervals in the refuge (**a, c, e)** in between each foraging trial (**b, d**). Beneath each figure are firing rate *vs*. HD plots of a hypothetical HD cell, which has a PFD of 90° in the refuge. If the heading error of the animal on its return trip is +60° (**b**, blue triangle) the PFD recorded at the same time (trial 1) should show a +60° shift (PFD value: 150°) compared to the initial refuge value (dashed line in **b**, bottom row). Previous theories suggested that a resetting of the cell\'s PFD would occur after each trip when the animal returns to the refuge (in **c** and **e** the cell\'s PFD shifts back to the initial refuge value: 90°). **f**, Heading error as a function of the cell\'s PFD shift from its initial value in the refuge. **g**, Mean PFD shift between trial n and the initial refuge value as a function of the trial number in the session. **h**, Heading error as a function of the trial number in the session. **i**, Heading error as a function of PFD shift on trial n compared to the previous inter-trial interval (n-1). All error bars indicate s.e.m.](nihms-400950-f0002){#F2}

![Examples of the foraging path with the corresponding tuning curve of a HD cell recorded during that trial. In each of these twelve examples, the return path of the animal, which was used to calculate its mean heading error, is shown in red. The cell\'s tuning curve recorded during the entire foraging trip is shown underneath in red and can be compared with the preceding inter-trial interval tuning curve (in black).](nihms-400950-f0003){#F3}

![**a**, Distribution of all PFD shifts between successive refuge periods across all trials. **b**, PFD shift between successive refuge periods within a session (open circles). For inter-trial intervals 1 and 2, mode 1 trials (resetting, grey circles) and mode 2 trials (remapping, blue circles) are separated from one another. There were no mode 2 inter-trial PFD shifts observed for inter-trial intervals 3--5. Mode 2 inter-trial intervals (PFD shift \> 35°, remapping) are represented in blue. **c**, Circular histogram of PFD shifts showing an example of a session where the cell\'s PFD remapped after the first trial (blue dot). The cell\'s PFD shifted + 51.2° from the initial refuge value (represented by zero). The PFD shifts on the following trials (red dots) are all clustered around the remapped value, indicating that subsequent PFD shifts were all reset to the new remapped value rather than the original refuge value. **d**, Circular histogram of PFD shifts showing an example of a session where the cell\'s PFD initially reset to the refuge on the first trial (green dot) and then remapped after the second trial (blue dot) and then maintained this new value in all the following trials (red dots). **e**, Distribution of the session median PFD shifts (from the initial refuge value). **f**, Distribution of the session median heading errors. **g--h**, Heading error as a function of the cell\'s PFD shift from its remapped refuge value (**g**) and from its initial refuge value (**h**). Note that the correlation is higher and contains a steeper slope for the remapped refuge values. **i--m**, Schematic of the remapping hypothesis. Similar to [Figure 2a--e](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, the sequential behavioural episodes are represented in the first row. Beneath each figure are firing rate *vs*. HD plots of a hypothetical HD cell. **i**, In the initial refuge the cell\'s PFD is 90°. If the heading error of the animal on its return trip is +60° (**j**, blue triangle) the PFD recorded at the same time (trial 1) should show a +60° shift (PFD value: 150°) compared to the initial refuge value (dashed line in **j**, bottom row). In **k**, the cell\'s PFD does not return to its initial refuge value, but remaps to a random PFD (e.g. 270°). In **l**, the remapped PFD is the new reference and the amount the PFD will shift during trial 2 is compared to that remapped value (− 30°). Thus, the amount the PFD shifts *from the new remapped PFD value* (− 30° to 240°) predicts the heading error (− 30°) of the animal. **m**, in the following inter-trial interval, the PFD resets to the value established after remapping (270°). The data partially confirm this remapping hypothesis. One important difference is that the value of the remapped PFD is not random like that shown in **k**, but is influenced by the shift observed in the previous foraging trip. In this case (**j**), the remapped value would be \~150°.](nihms-400950-f0004){#F4}

![The correction process. **a**, Heading error as a function of the cell\'s PFD shift between the current inter-trial interval and the initial refuge (Mode 2 inter-trials). **b**, Heading error observed in remapping trials, as a function of the session median PFD shift compared to its initial refuge value. **c**, Distribution of heading errors for resetting (red) and remapping (blue) trials. **d**, PFD shift in trial n (compared to initial or remapped refuge value) as a function of the PFD shift between trial n and the following inter-trial interval (refuge n). **e**, PFD recorded during the inter-trial interval n compared to the initial or remapped refuge value. **f**, Comparison of heading errors made by the animals before (trial n) and after (trial n+1) remapping (white dots) and resetting (black dots).](nihms-400950-f0005){#F5}

![Examples of remapping (**a--b**) and resetting sessions (**c**). Each pair of rows depicts successive behavioural trials in a single session, along with the responses of a HD cell recorded during the trial. Similar to [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, columns 1 and 3 show examples of foraging paths (outbound trips in black, return trips in red) above the firing rate *vs*. HD tuning curves recorded during the same trial (red trace), as well as the cell\'s response in the preceding refuge episode (black traces). Columns 2 and 4 show the cell\'s tuning curve during the inter-trial interval after the foraging trial (black traces). To illustrate the changes of the cell\'s PFD in the refuge after remapping, the HD cell\'s response during the initial refuge period is shown for all plots as the grey trace. Column 4 shows the cell\'s response during the following inter-trial interval(s) in the refuge after the foraging trial shown in column 3 (black trace). **a**, In this session, remapping occurs during trial 2. After shifting −81.33° during the second trial (compare red and black traces, column 1), the cell\'s PFD in the refuge during the next inter-trial interval (column 2) does not return to its initial refuge value (compare black and grey traces), but remains close to the value it had during the foraging trip (in this case trial 2). Note that in the following foraging trip (column 3) the shift of the cell\'s PFD to the remapped refuge value (black trace) gives a better prediction of behaviour than the PFD shift calculated using the initial refuge value (grey trace). Also, note that in the inter-trial interval following trial 3, the cell\'s PFD returns to this remapped refuge value (column 4 plot). Thus, the cell\'s PFD is reset to the new established reference. **b**, Remapping: in this example remapping occurs on trial 1 (column 1). In the following inter-trial interval (column 2), instead of returning to the initial refuge value (grey trace), the cell\'s PFD (see black trace) is closely aligned to the value recorded in the previous foraging trip (trial 1). As in the previous example, after remapping occurred, the cell\'s PFD resets to this new value in the refuge after subsequent foraging trials (column 4 shows inter-trial intervals 2 in black, 8 in blue, and 9 in green), and shows that the cell\'s PFD maintained this new refuge value for the remainder of the session. Note that for this example the initial refuge period is the same as the previous inter-trial interval since column 1 depicts the first trial. **c**, Resetting: the cell\'s PFD remains stable across all inter-trial refuge periods.](nihms-400950-f0006){#F6}

![Moment-to-moment changes of the cell\'s PFD in two examples of resetting trials. For each example the foraging path is shown in the left panels (**a, c**), and the moment-to-moment HD of the animal coupled with cell activity (black bars) (Firing rate × HD × Time) is shown in the right panels (**b, d**). **a & c**, The animal\'s path has been divided into three parts: the outbound path is shown in black, the return path (from the pellet to the edge of the arena) is represented in red, and the correction path (from the apparatus edge to the refuge) is shown in blue. **b & d**, The red dots indicate the HD and time at which the cell\'s firing rate reached 50% of its maximum firing rate. Successive sampling episodes were isolated and the tuning curves for each episode (red trace) are compared with a reference (black trace). **b**, In panel 1 the cell\'s PFD at the beginning of the trial is compared to the only inter-trial value that could be recorded in that session (inter-trial value 2). In panels 2 to 4 the cell\'s PFD is compared to the PFD recorded at the beginning of the trial, and shows a slow drift counter-clockwise while the rat forages for the food pellet. Panel 5 shows the cell\'s PFD while the rat is correcting its orientation after reaching the wall of the arena (**a**, blue path) and presumably first perceives that it made an error. At that time, the PFD is reset to the value it had at the beginning of the trip (black). Notably, the cell does not fire when the rat is facing 170° (29^th^ sec), which suggests that it was reset before reaching the refuge. This result would suggest that when the rats correct their homing direction (from apparatus edge to refuge), the cell\'s PFD is reset at the same time on their way to the refuge. **d**, Panels 1 to 3 show the cell\'s PFD drifting clockwise away from the preceding inter-trial value (black curve). Importantly, panel 4 shows that however the rat is correcting its error on its return to the refuge, the cell did not reset until the rat entered the refuge (panel 5). In this example, a second cell is visible with a PFD around 260° (green dots). Notably, these two cells are shifting in register: when the animal reaches the refuge, the first cell resets (red dots) and the PFD of the second cell (green dots) shifts approximately the same amount.](nihms-400950-f0007){#F7}

![Moment-to-moment changes of the cell\'s PFD in an example of a remapping trial. **a**, Similar to [Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, the outbound path of the animal is shown in black, the return path in red, and the correction path in blue. **b**, Moment-to-moment HD of the animal coupled with the cell\'s activity (Firing rate × HD × Time). Similar to [Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}, the tuning curves for the successively sampled episodes are represented below. Panels 1 and 2 show the cell\'s PFD drifting clockwise away from the value recorded in the preceding inter-trial value (black). The third panel depicts the cell\'s PFD after the animal reached the edge of the arena. Notably, in this trial and visible in **a**, the rat goes in the wrong direction (south-west door), while trying to find the refuge (located in south-east). The cell\'s PFD recorded at the same time (panel 3) reflects this error in the re-orientation process, by drifting farther away from its original value on the outbound foraging trip. Therefore, the re-orientation of the rat appears to be coupled with a predictable change in the cell\'s PFD. Panels 4 and 5 show a representative example of the remapping process, where the cell\'s PFD remains at the shifted value even after the rat returns to the refuge. In this case, however the rat manages to find the refuge, the cell\'s PFD is not reset when the animal reaches the refuge, but remains stable around 325°, which will be the new reference for subsequent trials.](nihms-400950-f0008){#F8}
